This problem is a model of the one-dimensional motion of the polytropic ideal gas with adiabatic ends which is put into a vacuum. (u,v,6) , unknown functions, represent the specific volume, the velocity, the absolute temperature of the gas; (R, n,Cy ,k), given positive constants, stand for the gas constant, the coefficient of viscosity, the heat capacity at constant volume, and the coefficient of heat conduction, respectively. The condition (1.5) is called the stress-free condition.
Kazhykhov showed the global existence of a unique solution to this problem in [2] , He constructed the solution (u,v,6) in the Holder class Dt>o^7+" x H2r+a x H^+"} (0 < a < 1) provided (wo, vq, Go) belongs to Hl+a x H2+a x H2+a. (For the definition of the Holder spaces Hn+a etc., see [3] .) We call this solution classical in this paper.
More recently Okada [5] and Kawashima [1] showed the asymptotic behavior of the solution. The problem has a trivial solution u(x,t) -u{\ + t), v{x,t) -u(^x , 9{x,t) = 6, ( In [5] and [1], they proved any classical solution which satisfies some restricted assumptions on the initial data and/or the ratio between R and cy converges to the state like (1.7).
On the other hand, the author has already investigated in [3] other asymptotic properties of the solution which give the growth of u and /0' udx without the restricted assumptions.
In this paper the author attempts to show the convergence of the classical solution and its rate without any restricted assumptions. We have the following result. Theorem 1.1. Let (u,9) be a positive root of the simultaneous equations (1.8) and
Then there exist positive constants A and C which depend on R,/j.,Cv,k, and the initial data but not on t such that the classical solution (u, v, 6) to the problem (1.1)-(1.6) satisfies the estimate ]^vl{x) + Cvd^x^j dx.
We shall show the convergence («/(1 +t),v-/J v0(x) dx-u{x -5), 0) to (u, 0, 6) in Section 2, and its rate in Section 3. The idea of the proof is that we transform the original problem (1.1)-(1.6) to the reduced problem (2.5)-(2.7) with (2.9)-(2.11) below by the changes of unknown functions and the time variable. We shall study the asymptotics of the latter problem.
2. Convergence of solution. In order to prove Theorem 1.1, it is convenient to transform the problem into the one somewhat similar to the outer pressure problem which was discussed in [4], First we change an unknown function u -► u -u/( 1 +t), and then change a variable t -»t = log(l + t). Thus we can rewrite (1.1)-(1.3) as u-t + ii = vx, (2.1)
Here we use the notation / to mean f = f(x,t) = f(x,t(t)) = f(x,e' -1)
for a function /(x, t) of x and t. However, to avoid complicated notation, in what follows, we write again (U,v,d, t) as (u, v, 6, t). Moreover, we introduce a new unknown function
Jo Jo If we use w(x, t) instead of v{x, t), the boundary condition (1.5) will be transformed into (2.10), which is the same type as that of the outer pressure problem. As the outer pressure problem was discussed in [4], we improve its arguments to derive our result.
Remark that w belongs to V\T>o^T+a ^ (u<v) belongs to ri7>o{-®r+Q x Hr+n}-Using w(x, t), we can deduce (2.1)-(2.3) as follows:
In rewriting (2.6), we use the identity
Jo which follows easily from (1.2) and (1.5). Since the original problem (1.1)-(1.6) has the solution in n7>o{^r+Q x HT+a x H^+a), the reduced problem (2.5)-(2.7) with (2.9)-(2.11) also has a global solution in the same class. Moreover both u and d are positive ( [2, 3] ). In the sequel we shall investigate the asymptotic properties of the solution (w, w, 6) to the reduced problem. In this section we shall prove Theorem 2.1. The classical solution (u, w, 6) to the initial-boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.7), (2.9)-(2.11) converges to (w, 0, 6) in Wu2(0,1) as t -► +oo.
This theorem says, by use of the terminology of the original problem (1.1)-(1.6), that (m/(1 + t), v -Jq Vo dx -u(x -j), 6) converges to (u, 0,6) in W1 -2(0, 1).
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is divided into three steps. Firstly we show the uniform (with respect to x) convergence of u to u, secondly the convergence (w, d) to (0, B) in L2(0, 1), lastly the decay of derivatives of the solution in L2(0,1).
Is?
Step. Uniform convergence of u to u. Since u is a positive root of the quadratic equation Because the proof of this proposition is lengthy, first we mention its outline and then give it by some lemmas. Outline of Proof We integrate (2.6) over [0, x] by use of (2.10) to get d fx . ,r fx ,r , ,r -R6 + uwx + uu »({.,)«+J[ w{(.,)dt=-(2.i2)
Multiplying both sides of the result by fi~lu(x, t) and using (2.5), we have
Therefore we have u(x, t) = e~' exp | i J (w(£, t) -w0{i)) d£, J u0(x)
On the other hand, it is easy to see that our problem has the energy identity a^v 2(x,t) + Cydix.t)^ dx = E0 (2.14) (see [3] ). Thus, we get the proposition if we show the following facts:
C~l <u(x,t)<C, (2.15) (X w{Z,t)cU; = 0{\), (2.16) Jo f ex 0(x, t) -f 9(x,t)dx =e" f0e,^{E"-f0\vl{x't)dx)dx+0
(1) (by (2.14)) Proof. Multiplying both sides of (2.6) by w(x,t), adding to (2.7), and integrating with respect to x over [0, 1], by use of boundary conditions (2.10), (2.11), and Equation (2.5) we have -J (±w2 + cvd^ dx +J (w2 + R6)dx-^J fiudx + j \iudx. (2.31)
From (2.28) and (2.31), in a manner similar to the proof of (2.18) we get J {\w2^X' *) + Cv^(x' *)) dx -e~' j er J cyd(x, x)dxdx = o(l).
Here we use (2.18). From this and (2.27), we get the assertion. ■ Proof. By use of (2.5), we get
Clearly, the first term of the right-hand side tends to zero as t -► +oo. Since u is bounded, the second term is majorized as The right-hand side tends to zero as t -► +oo because of (2.24), (2.15), (2.21), (2.19), (2.17), (2.18), and (2.30). ■ 2nd
Step. L2{0,1) convergence of (w, 6) to (0, 6). Since we have shown the uniform convergence of u, the L2-decay of w implies the convergence of /J 8 dx to 6 by virtue of (2.30). Thus our aim in this step is accomplished if we show Hi.
+ J w2(x,x)dx ■ J wl(x, x) chrj dx = o{\ + e k' ekz < I (dl(x, x) + w2(x, x)w2(x, x)) dx (2.32) holds.
Before proving this proposition, we must show the following lemma, which is an extension of (2.18). Proof. It is clear for k > 1 because of (2.18). To prove for 0 < A: < 1, we multiply <*X both sides of (2.12) by u(x,t) Jq w(£,t)d£, and perform integration by parts with POLYTROPIC IDEAL GAS WITH STRESS-FREE CONDITION 673 respect to x over [0, 1] with the help of (2.5) and (2.29). Then, by use of the estimates in the previous step, one gets u(x,t)Q^ w^,t)d^j +2^ u(x,t) w(^,t)d^j +2^Jq w2{x,t)dx
Therefore the integration of the above differential inequality yields the assertion for 0 < k < 2. Here we use (2.16). ■ Proof of Proposition 2.2. By use of (2.6), (2.7), (2.10), and (2.11), we have
Remark that terms in brackets vanish at x = 0 and 1 by (2.10) and (2.11). We multiply both sides by \w2 + cy{6 -/0' 6 dx) and integrate with respect to x over [0,1]. Thus we get 5 7, Si {lw2 +1c" (" " Si 6dx) } dx + Si'w* +'cv") dx + C_1 ^ J 02xdx + J w2 dx ■ J w^dx^j (2.34) < C | y{t) + J (w2w2 + w2) dx j.
Here we use several estimates of integration which follow from the aforementioned step, for example f 02 dx ■ f w2 dx < max 9(x,t) ■ f 0 dx ■ [ w2 dx < C ( [ w2 dx + V(t) + k* J | ^ w2 + cy ^6 -J 6 dx^ | + Cw + C1-1 jy (92+w2w2)dx + J w2dx ■ J < C t^t) + J* w2 dx^J holds for some k* > 0, which gives the assertion for 0 < k < k* by (2.24) and the previous lemma. The assertion for k> k* follows from that for k = k*. ■ 3rd
Step. L2(0, 1) decay of (ux,wx, 9X). In a consequence of the foregoing result we have only to show the following proposition. holds for t > T = T(e) (see the proof of Lemma 2.3). We integrate the above differential inequality. Because of (2.24) and (2.32), application of Gronwall's lemma gives the L2-decay of w -piuxu~~x and thus that of ux. In order to derive the L2-decay of {zx,dx) rigorously, we approximate initial data smoothly such that the solution has derivatives zxt, 0xt in the classical sense, and then pass to the limit. However, since this procedure is rather routine, we shall not give it here.
From (2.5)-(2.7), (2.10), and (2.11), we find that z satisfies the equation
Thus the lemma is valid. ■ It easily follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 that (3.2) is valid for some C,'s. Therefore we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. By use of the original time variable and unknown functions, Theorem 1.1 is completely proven from Theorems 2.1 and 3.1.
